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ABSTRACT 
It is demonstrated that Picard's successive approximat ion provides a simple and efficient method 
for solving linear and non-linear two-point boundary-value problems. For problems, where intrinsic 
convergence is slow, the method can be readily modif ied to speed up convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of approximate methods uch as Galerkin's, 
collocation methods, shooting methods and finite-differ- 
ences chemes [1] have been used for solving non-linear 
boundary-value problems. In most of these methods, 
quasiqinearization which helps to remove the non- 
linearity, plays an important role and a non-linear bound- 
ary-value problem is reduced to a sequence of linear 
boundary-value problems. If this sequence converges, we 
have a solution to the original non-linear problem. The 
convergence riterion of such schemes i not fully under- 
stood and in cases where it converges, the method is 
quadratically convergent. Furthermore, the theoretical 
results are of no great use in practical computations. One 
relies rather on the result of computation itself to indi- 
cate whether or not convergence takes place. 
In contrast o the most commonly used methods, Picard's 
successive approximation provides a simple iferative 
scheme which can handle both linear and non-linear 
problems with equal ease. This method has a number of 
virtues. One can give simple a priori criteria which guar- 
antee the existence of a unique solution and a stable 
numerical procedure for obtaining it. Each step requires 
the solution of a linear boundary-value problem which 
is a relatively simple task. Starting procedure isequally 
simple and the procedure can be implemented inexpen- 
sively on a micro-computer in contrast o the currently 
available methods which require double-pred2sion arith- 
metic on a larger computer. In cases where the conver- 
gence is slow, the method can be modified using standard 
techniques. 
In spite of so many useful characteristics, Picard's succes- 
sive approximation for boundary-value problems has not 
been used. Our main objective is to assess the numerical 
performance of this algorithm and solve a. number of 
problems which have been reported in the literature. In 
spite of some apparent success, we wish to point out 
that this method might fail for situations involving non- 
uniqueness, tiffness and boundary-layer p oblems. 
In section 2, we discuss the general theory, in section 3, 
convergence criterion is derived, in section 4, numerical 
illustrations are discussed and in section 5, conclusions 
are drawn. 
2. THEORY 
As early as 1893, Picard constructively treated the 
boundary-value problem, 
y" = f[t,y(t),y'(t)]; y(a) = A, y(b) = B (1) 
where f satisfies a Lipschitz condition, 
If(t, y,y') - f(t,u,u')[ ~g Kly-u[ + L[y ' -u]  
A convenient i erative scheme for (1) in the integral 
form is 
+ x 
Yn+l(X) = A+(x-a)  Yn(a) fa (x-t) f[t,Yn(tt;Yn(t)]dt 
n = 0, 1, 2 .... (2) 
where Y0(X) = A + (x-a) (B-A)/(b-a), yb(x)= (B-A)/(b-a) 
To obtain the sequence {Yn(X)}, a g x ~ b, the integral 
in (2) is evaluated numerically starting with Y0(X) and 
yb(x). 
We subdivide the range of integration (b-a) into N 
panels, each of width h and use the trapezoidal rule to 
approximate the integral for 
x = a, a+h, a+2h .... a+Nh; N = (b-a)/h. 
For further eference, these pivotal points will be 
designated as x i --- a +ih, i = 0, 1, .. N. The trapezoidal 
rule is most convenient for estimating Yn(Xk), k = 0,1 ..... N, 
though it is not the most accurate numerical integration 
formula. 
The trapezoidal rule approximation for (2) is 
Yn+l(Xk) = Ia,xk,n + CnX k + D n (3) 
where 
la,xk,n = h/2[(xk-a ) fn(a) + 2(xk-a-h) fn(a+h) 
+2(xk-a -2h  ) fn(a+2h) +... 
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+ 2{x k - [a+ (k -1)  h] fn[a+ (k - l )  h]} 
+ [x k - (a + kh)] fn(a+ kh)] + 0(h 2) 
k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  N, 
fn(t) = f[t,Yn(t),Yn(t)]; t e [a,b] 
C n = (B - A - Ia,b,n)/(b-a) and 
D n = (A - Cna ) 
The derivatives Yn+l(Xk) may also be expressed in the 
integral form and the trapezoidal rule approximation ks 
Yn+l(Xk) = Cn+h/2 {fn(a) +2fn(a+hl +2fn(a+2h ) + 
.. + 2fn[a+ (k-X)h]+fn(a+kh)}+ 0(h 2) (4) 
k = 0, 1, 2 ..... N. 
Starting with n = 0, the constants C n and D n can be 
determined once the integral In,b, n = Ia,xN,n has been 
estimated. When these values of C n and D n are sub- 
stituted back in (3) and (4), we have Yl(Xk) and y~(xk) 
for all the pivotal points. 
To perform the second iteration for n = 1, replace Y0(Xk) 
and y~)(Xk) by Yl(Xk) and yi(xk) in (3) and (4) for 
evaluating the appropriate integrals and obtain y2(xk) 
and y~(xk). In this manner, the sequences {Yn(Xk)} and 
{Yn(Xk)) are computed for increasing values of n. 
The process of iteration may be terminated by setting a
criterion 
a~?~ b lyh+l(xk) - Yn(Xk) 1 ~ e (S) 
k=0(1)N 
where e ks a predetermined constant which is to be taken 
smaller than the discretization error 0(h2), in Y(Xk) for 
the solution of the two-point boundary-value problem 
(1). 
3 CONVERGENCE OF {Yn(Xk)} AND {Yn(Xk)} 
After Kmplifying (3) and (4) and introducing the dis- 
cretization errors, we have 
k-1 
yn+l(Xk) = A+(B-A)k/N +h2(k/N-1) i :1  i fn(a+ih) 
N-1 ~ [(x k- t) -h2k/N Z (N-J)fn(a+jh)- fn(t)]'" (6) 
j=k 
t-----~/ 
and 
Yn+l(Xk) = (B-A)/(b-a) - h/2 fn(a+kh) 
k N-1 
+h/N [ i=lZ i f.(a+ih),, - jd+l  (N-j) fn(a+jh)l 
h3k [fn(t)l'" 
12 
t = n (7) 
and ~ ~ [a, b] 
Let fn(a+kh) = fn,k and Yn(Xk) = Yn,k and assume 
that f[t,y(t), y'(t)] is continuous and satisfies the Lip- 
schitz conditions, equation (1). For the discrete case, 
[fn,i - fn- l , i  I < K lyn, i -  Yn_l,i [ +LlYn, i - Yn_l,i I (8) 
for 0~i~k,k~ N 
and let 
d 2 
t~tt 2{b-t) f[t,y(t),y'(t)l)[ < M i, If"[t,y(t),y'(t)][ < M2, 
If[t,y(t),y'(t)]l ~ M 3 for all t E [a,b] 
Forming [Yn+l,k -Yn,k I and lYn+l,k-Yn,kl from (6) 
and (7) and using the above inequalities, we have 
[Yn+l,k-Yn,klgP (K[Yn,k- Yn_l,kl + LiYn,k-Yn_l,k0 +C 1 
and 
lYv+l,k-Yn,k[~ Q(KlYn,k-Yn_l,k I+LlYn,~k- Yn_l,k l) +C 2 
where P = h2k(N-k), Q = h[2k-N] 
2 ' 
kh 3 kh 3 
C 1 -  ~- MlandC 2 -  ~ M2 
On successive backward substitutions, these inequalities 
lead to 
lYn+l,k-Yn,kl~P(PK+ QL) n-1 
• (Kly I ,k- Y0~ I+ Llyi ~,- Yb, k I) + v(vg + QL) n-2 (CIK o rC2L ) 
+C 1 (9) 
and 
lyn+ x,k-yn,k I~Q(PK+QL) n- l (Kjyl ,k-y0,k I+Llyi,k-y6,ko 
+ Q(PK +QL) n-2 (C1K+C2 L) +C 2 (10) 
then 
. ,g  h2k(N-k) 
Yl,k-Y0, k~ 2 M3 +C1/2 
and 
• . ,  ,~hk[2k-N[  M3+C2/2 Yl,k-Y0, kl'~ 2 
Thus from inequalities (9) and (10), the process of 
iteration converges ff (PK+QL)< 1 and the bound for 
the truncation error in Yn(Xk) at any pivotal point 
x k E [a, b] is given by 
IEn(Xk)l = ly(xk) - Yn(Xk)l = i :n  [Yi+l'k-Yi'kl 
C 1 ~ K1 h2 
and 
OO 
IEn(Xk)l = ly'(xk)-Yn(Xk)l = ~ ly~+l,k-Y;.kl i=n 
C 2 ~ K2h2 
It should be noted here that the convergence riterion 
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TABLE 1. Error in numerical solutions of examples #1-4 
e= 10 -5 
X 
.1 
.2 
.3 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.7 
.8 
.9 
Example # 1 Example # 2 Example # 3 Example #4 
22 iterations 9 iterations 7 iterations 4 iterations 
h=1/20  h=1/40  x h=1/20  h=1/40 
.812E-2 
.112E-2 
.118E-2 
.112E-2 
.992E-3 
.828E-3 
.641E-3 
.439E-3 
.226E-3 
.203E-3 
.280E-3 
.295E-3 
.279E-3 
.247Eo3 
.206E-3 
.159E-3 
.109E-3 
.568E-4 
h = 1/20 h = 1/40 
.418E-4 .106E4 
.803E-4 .203E-4 
.115E-3 .219E-4 
.144E-3 .366E-4 
.168E-3 .426E-4 
.183E-3 .464E-4 
.184E-3 .467E-4 
.165E-3 .417E-4 
.111E-3 .282E-4 
h = 1/20 h = 1/40 
.905E-4 .227E-4 
.114E-3 .288E-4 
.114E-3 .290E-4 
.104E-3 .268E-4 
.907E-4 .231E-4 
.743E-4 .188E-4 
.563E-4 .145E-4 
.377E-4 .965E-5 
.189E-4 .548E-5 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
.655E-5 
.989E-5 
.111E-4 
.111E-4 
.104E-4 
.897E-5 
.745E-5 
.518E-5 
.286E-5 
.154E-5 
.202E-5 
.217E-5 
.220E-5 
.217E-5 
.193E-5 
.172E-5 
.149E-5 
.834E-5 
(PK+QL) ~ 1 is the discrete analogue of 
K(b-a)28 +L  b2-~< 1 given by Picard [2]. 
4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
We now show the effectiveness of this algorithm for 
solving two-point boundarywalue problems which have 
been solved by other methods, requiring double-preci- 
sion arithmetic and shrewd initial approximations. 
Example 1 
y"= 1.50 y2;y(0) = 0, y (1)= 1 
Exact-solution y(x) = 4/(1+x) 2
(9) 
Example 2
y '= 0 .5( l+x+y)3;y(0)  = y(1) = 0 
Exact solution y(x) = 2/(2-x) -x  - 1 
Example 3
y"= - ( l+y '2) /y ;  y(O) = 1, y(1) = 2 
Exact sointion y{x) = JS  - (x- 2) 2 
(1o) 
(11) 
Example 4
y"= -xy 'e-2Y;  y(1) = 0, y(2) = In2 (12) 
Exact solution y(x)= In(x) 
To solve example 1, we arbitrarily set e = 10 -5, h = 1/20, 
and use (3) and (4) to obtain the sequences {Yn(Xk)) and 
{Yn(Xk)} on PDP 11/70, RSTS V.7-08 in single precision 
"BASIC". 
The criterion (5) is satisfied for n = 22 and, using the 
exact solution, we computed the error for each pivotal 
point. The partial output of these error terms is presented 
in table 1. 
By decreasing h by a factor of 2, we again repeated the 
calculations and found that it requires 22 iterations for 
e = 10 -5. The error in the solution at the same pivotal 
points were found to be decreased by a factor 4, as 
expected from the trapezoidal rule. 
For example 2, we chose e = 10 -5, h = 1/20 and 
h = 1/40. For these two values of h, in contrast to 
example 1, only 9 iterations were sufficient o satisfy 
(5) for e = 10 -5. The corresponding error terms are 
recorded in table 1 and they follow h 2 law. 
It is of interest o note these two problems were solved 
in [3] by Newton's method with a sixth-order difference 
formula and required ouble-predsion arithmetic on 
IBM 360/65. For h = 0.1, [errorl ~ 0.3 × 10 -4 for 
example 1 and for h = 1/8, lerror[ ~ 0.8 × 10 -5 for 
example 2. 
Example 3 required only 7 iterations in spite of the 
presence of the y" term for h = 1/20, and h = 1/40 for 
e = 10 -5. The error terms are recorded in table 1. This 
problem was solved in [4] to about the same accuracy 
by a shooting method with successive substitution and 
with a very shrewd initial approximation i  contrast to 
our straight-line approximation. 
For example 4, with e = 10 -5, h = 1/20, and h = 1/40, 
a faster convergence was obtained and four iterations 
were suftldent o satisfy (5). The error terms follow h 2 
law and they are recorded in table 1. The problem was 
also considered in [5] and solved by using deferred 
correction to improve the accuracy of the Newton's 
method. With h = 1/8, in Extended Algol, the method 
was accurate to 10 -6 . To obtain such an accuracy, our 
method would require h = 1/80. 
5. CONCLUSION 
While working with these straightforward problems, it
is found that Hcard's uccessive approximation provides 
a simple and effident method for solving linear and 
non-linear two-point boundary-value problems with 
and without the first-derivative t rm. For modest accu- 
racy "10  -5, h need not be ex~ssively small. The 
problems can be solved in single-predsion" arithmetic 
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on a small computer without any special judicious choice 
of the initial approximation. Further improvement in 
accuracy is possible by using either a better numerical 
integration formula or a Richardson's deferred correc- 
tion technique. However, we wish to point out that this 
method might fail for situations involving non-unique- 
ness, stiffness and boundary-layer p oblems. For these 
interesting situations, further investigations of this 
iterative scheme should be made. 
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